• Do you sense that there is more
to you and your life than what
you are currently experiencing?
• Do you want more freedom to
follow your inner vision, yet
find yourself held hostage by
your inner-critic?

About the Facilitator:
Susan McNeal Velasquez, a
Master Facilitator, has been
writing and producing personal

• Does your intellect often go to
war with your “gut” feelings,

leaving you unsure about what
actions to take?
• Does your head drown out the
voice in your heart?

development seminars over
the past 32 years.With over
35,000 hours of facilitation experience, she has been
a primary catalyst in assisting women and men to
develop their talents and abilities to become significant contributors in their fields of expertise. She is
dedicated to enhancing personal solidity and provides a stimulating environment that produces longterm transformational gains.

• Have you read the books, done
the seminars, developed the
knowledge and now want to
master the ability to tune into
and trust your intuition?

Susan has served as the Executive Director of
Leadership Dynamics, Inc. and was involved in the
start-up of Lifespring, Inc., as a Basic and Advanced
Trainer. Additionally, she spent six years as the
Executive Vice President of Verbal advantage
Educational Programs. Her strong business back-

• Is it time for you to become
the author of your own life?

ground, coupled with her unique and dynamic style
make her one of the most experienced personal
development facilitators in Southern California.

Susan McNeal Velasquez
1278 Glenneyre Street, PMB #83
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
(949) 494-7773
E-mail: SusanVelas@aol.com

What lies behind us
and what lies before us
are small matters compared to
what lies within us.
-- Emerson

What participants are saying:
If you are craving quality time for selfexploration—a chance to delve deeper into
your needs, your dreams, your desires —

Your five senses keep you safe.Your
sixth sense, intuition, opens the door
to creating your heart’s desires.

Unleash the Power of Your Intuition seminars
may be a timely opportunity for you.

Here’s how to get started
The ability to see within yourself changes your
outer vision. When you learn to listen and
follow that “still, small voice within” and link
your intellect’s passion with your heart’s
knowledge, you become the true master of
your own destiny.

- 1Call (949)494-7773 to set up an
appointment for a free phone consultation.
- 2At that time, we will explore where
you are in your development and identify
what it is that you would like to accomplish.
- 3-

If claiming your own wisdom and learning how
to access increased inner guidance appeals to
you, clear your calendar. Get ready for one of
the most powerful journeys you can take
-- the journey within.
•

•

Each seminar is limited to 15 participants.
Groups meet for 3 hours once a week, for
6 consecutive weeks. There are morning,
afternoon and evening sessions available.

We will pinpoint which on-going group
would be best for you.
- 4At that point, location and tuition
information can be discussed.
- 5-

At your request, names and
numbers of women and men who can share
their experience of participating in Unleash
the Power of Your Intuition seminars
will be made available.

“Susan has masterfully facilitated a
journey for me that has awakened my
true, balanced masculine and feminine
intuitive voice, through which I am
realizing visions and dreams beyond
my highest expectations.”
-- Stephen Lottenberg, M.D.
Irvine, California

“Your workshops have created
the opportunity for me to openly
explore who I am without judgement and allow me to celebrate
my own uniqueness.”
-- Elsa Brizzi, Educator
Laguna Beach, California

“This on-going group is an
anticipated time encompassed along
with safe surroundings, where one’s
self-expression is accepted, respected
and appreciated.”
-- Mary Ann Meier, Business Owner
Huntington Beach, California

“I love what happens for me in the
seminars. I find myself using so many
of the transformational tools in my daily
life. This work is enjoyable and effortless.”
-- Carol Reynolds, Artist/Potter
Laguna Niguel, California

